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CX-JPOD
The all-in-one fleet management solution

Improve your fleet’s bottom line and maximise your return on investment with the CX-

JPOD; the market-leading solution for all-in-one vehicle tracking and driver 

performance. Gain detailed insight into your fleet’s performance with live GPS tracking 

and CANbus data available direct from our web-based fleet management portal. 

Increase fleet safety

Configurable driver league table available
in the online reports suite

Gain total visibility

24/7 live tracking and driver performance
on our web-based platform

Empower your drivers

View live feedback via the Driver 
Dashboard app mobile app.

Reduce operating costs
Analyse fuel level, driver behaviour 
and engine idling reports



Helping to Increase
Fleet Savings

Easily identify areas for improvement with up to 20 

key driver performance parameters available from 

the online reporting suite. Empower your drivers 

and instill a healthy sense of competition with the 

simple 0-100% efficiency scoring league table. 

Keep your coaching consistent whilst your driver’s 

are out on the road with our innovative Driver 

Dashboard app.

Provide on-the-job training with live, in-cab 

performance feedback notifying your drivers 

of unsafe or inefficient driving events, they can 

instantly recognise and adjust their driving styles 

whilst out on the road.

Single device installed

Multi-network sims

0-100% driver scoring system

Driver dashboard app with live feedback

User-friendly reporting suite

Custom SMS/email driver performance alerts

Vehicle clustering feature, with utilisation breakdown

Configurable widget-based interactive dashboard

Google Maps, Google Earth & Street View integration

Polygon/circle geofence alerting

Features
What Our Customers Say

“The ability to score drivers on their day-to-day driving 

ability gives us great results. This solution teaches our 

drivers how to improve their own safety when behind 

the wheel, as well as the safety of others on the road, 

whilst minimising idling and increasing fuel efficiency.”

Darren Watret
National Asset Manager, Hanson Contracting


